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Abstract— Boom cranes are used for numerous material-
handling and manufacturing processes in factories, shipyards,
and construction sites. They move payloads by hoisting up and
down, slewing their base about a vertical axis, and luffing their
boom in and out from the base. Many boom cranes are designed
to automatically level luff, wherein the payload stays at the same
height while the boom luff angle changes. All of these motions
induce payload oscillation. The problem of payload oscillation
becomes more challenging when the payload exhibits double-
pendulum dynamics that produce two varying frequencies of
oscillation. In this paper, input shaping is used to reduce the
two-mode oscillatory dynamics of such systems. Furthermore,
a small-step control mode is designed to allow the operator to
make short and precise motions without causing oscillations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Material-handling processes are often accomplished with

boom cranes, like the one shown in Figure 1. The crane
moves payloads by hoisting up and down, slewing its base
about a vertical axis, and luffing its boom in and out from
the base. However, the payload has a natural tendency to
oscillate when the crane moves from one point to another.
This effect diminishes crane efficiency and safety.

Input shaping [1, 2] can effectively eliminate the unwanted
oscillatory dynamics of many types of cranes [3–10]. The
input-shaping process is demonstrated in Figure 2. The
original command, which produces an oscillatory response, is
convolved with a series of impulses, called the input shaper,
to create the shaped command. This shaped command can
move the crane without inducing payload oscillations.

Boom cranes have complicated dynamics because they
have rotational joints and a swinging payload. The luffing
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Figure 1. A Small-Scale Mobile Boom Crane
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Figure 2. The Input-Shaping Process
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Figure 3. Level Luffing with Double-Pendulum Payload

motion is challenging not only because it is a rotational
motion, but also because in many boom cranes, a change
in the luffing angle produces a change in the suspension
cable length. This level-luffing technique is demonstrated in
Figure 3. The length of the suspension cable (L1) changes
in conjunction with luffing angle (γ) changes to keep the
payload the same height above the ground.

Double-pendulum payloads represent an important subset
of crane applications that arise in many material-handling
processes. Double pendulums make the dynamics of cranes
much more complex because they add an additional flexible
mode to the system. Unlike the single-pendulum system, the
vibration frequencies of a double pendulum depend not only
on the suspension cable length, but also on the rigging cable
length (L2 in Figure 3) and the masses of the hook and
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Figure 4. Specified Insensitivity Shaper

payload [7]. As a result, the input shaper needs to suppress
two varying oscillation modes.

The goal of this paper is to design a robust input shaper
that can eliminate residual vibration across a large range of
double-pendulum dynamics. This goal presents competing
objectives: i) robustness to changes in the two vibration
modes and ii) a fast response. There are many input shapers
that have robustness to varying system parameters [11];
however, their robustness comes at a cost of increased shaper
duration. The longer the shaper, the slower the response of
the system.

For example, the oscillation frequencies change very little
during short luffing motions, and a long-duration, robust
input shaper that delays the rise time by several seconds
would be inefficient. On the other hand, for larger luffing
distances, more robustness is required; hence, a slower rise
time would be appropriate. In order to accommodate short
motions as efficiently as possible, a small-step control mode
was designed for the boom crane. This step mode allows
the operator to easily move the crane through short luffing
motions.

The next section describes the process followed to design
the robust input shaper. In Section III, numerical and experi-
mental verification of input shaping robustness are presented.
Finally, the step mode to allow precise positioning of the
payload is presented and experimentally tested.

II. SHAPER DESIGN

The Specified Insensitivity (SI) shapers [7, 8, 12] were
chosen for this application. These shapers allow the designer
to specify the desired range of frequency suppression. Figure
4 demonstrates the design constraints of a two-mode SI
shaper. Two frequency suppression ranges, I1 and I2, as well
as the tolerable vibration, Vtol, over the two ranges are spec-
ified. An optimization utilizing the MATLAB optimization
toolbox obtains the shaper amplitudes and times that satisfy
the vibration-suppression constraints.

The first step in designing a robust input shaper for double-
pendulum payloads is to determine the effect of all the
varying parameters on the oscillation frequencies. Because
there are four parameters (suspension cable length, rigging
cable length, payload mass, and hook mass) that can be
varied, it is important to determine which parameters have
the most effect on the oscillation modes. The linearized
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frequencies of oscillation for a given set of parameters are
[13]:
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The gravitational acceleration is represented by g, L1 is
the suspension cable length, L2 is the rigging cable length,
and R is the ratio of the payload mass to the hook mass. In
most cranes the hook is not interchangeable, so it was fixed
at 0.63 kg to match the hook mass of the small-scale boom
crane used for the experiments in this paper.

Figure 5 shows the variation in the first and second modes
as a function of the suspension cable length and the payload
mass. The suspension cable length was varied from 0.05
m to 2 m and the payload mass was varied from 0 kg to
2 kg. The rigging cable length was fixed at 0.3 m. The
second mode clearly undergoes a larger variation than the
first mode. The second-mode frequency rapidly increases
with small suspension cable lengths, which is uncommon
in crane applications. If small suspension cable lengths (less
than 0.5 m) are ignored, then the first mode varies from 0.33
Hz to 0.71 Hz, while the second mode varies from 0.91 Hz
to 2.28 Hz.

Figure 6 shows the variation in the first and second modes
as a function of the rigging cable length and the payload
mass. The rigging cable length was varied from 0.05 m to
1 m and the payload mass was again varied from 0 kg to 2
kg. The suspension cable length was held constant at 1 m.
Once again, the variation in the second mode is more visible.
The second mode rapidly increases with very short rigging
cable lengths. For short rigging cable lengths; however, the
payload is effectively a single pendulum and the high mode
no longer produces a significant oscillation amplitude [7, 8].
If short rigging cable lengths (less than 0.1 m) are ignored,
then the first mode varies from 0.36 Hz to 0.50 Hz, while
the second mode varies from 0.5 Hz to 3.34 Hz.

Based on this analysis, the range of frequency suppression
was chosen to be from 0.3 Hz to 0.9 Hz for the low mode
and from 1 Hz to 1.8 Hz for the high mode. The tolerable
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Figure 7. Two-Mode SI Shaper Sensitivity Curve

vibration percentage was chosen to be 5% for both ranges.
The SI shaper meeting these design requirements is:»

Ai

ti

–
=

»
0.0569 0.0844 0.1237 0.1530 0.1639 ...

0 0.4724 0.9449 1.4174 1.8899 ...
(3)

... 0.1530 0.1237 0.0844 0.0569

... 2.3624 2.8350 3.3076 3.7801

–
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity curve for the two-mode SI

shaper in (3). For the entire range of 0.3 Hz to 1.8 Hz,
the percentage residual vibration (PRV) is below the desired
5%. However, for frequencies above and below this range,
the PRV increases rapidly.

This shaper design procedure can be generalized as:
1) Estimate the range of payloads that a crane will move.

(The maximum capacity of the crane can be used.)
2) Estimate the possible ranges of the rigging and sus-

pension cable lengths.
3) Determine the possible frequency ranges for the low

and high modes.
4) Set a tolerable vibration percentage, Vtol.
5) Use numerical optimization to obtain the shaper.

III. SHAPER ROBUSTNESS VERIFICATION

The following sections present numerical and experimental
verification of the robustness of the two-mode SI shaper
designed for the double-pendulum boom crane during luffing
motions.
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Figure 8. Model of Boom Crane with Double-Pendulum
Payload
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Figure 9. Residual Vibration Amplitude vs. Luffing
Distance and Suspension Cable Length

A. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

A planar, numerical model of the small-scale boom crane
shown in Figure 1 was developed. A sketch of the model
is shown in Figure 8. The length of the boom from its
attachment point to the cable is lboom, the suspension cable
length is L1, the rigging cable length is L2, γ is the luffing
angle, φh is the hook swing angle, and φp is the payload
swing angle relative to the suspension cable.

Simulations were performed to analyze the robustness of
input shaping for a variety of parameters. First, the luffing
angle was set to 0◦ and the boom was luffed upward at
5◦ increments until a final luffing angle of 90◦. For each
luffing distance, the suspension cable was varied from 0
m to 2 m. The rigging cable length and the payload mass
were held constant at 0.3 m and 0.2 kg, respectively. As
mentioned before, the hook mass was fixed at 0.63 kg. Figure
9 shows the maximum residual vibration amplitude for each
condition. The residual vibration amplitude is the peak-to-
peak displacement of the payload relative to the overhead
suspension point. The shaper was able to reduce the residual
vibration amplitude by an average of 97% over the range of
luffing distances and suspension cable lengths analyzed.

Next, the luffing distance was held constant at 70◦ and the
suspension cable length and the payload mass were varied
from 0 m to 2 m and from 0 kg to 2 kg, respectively.
Figure 10 shows the maximum residual vibration amplitude
for these parameters. For very small payload masses and
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Figure 10. Residual Vibration Amplitude vs. Payload
Mass and Suspension Cable Length
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Figure 11. Level Luffing Residual Vibration Amplitude
vs. Payload Mass and Rigging Cable Length

suspension cable lengths close to the rigging cable length,
the residual vibration amplitude increases dramatically. In
this configuration, the contribution of the second mode is
significant [7]. However, as the suspension cable length
increases beyond the rigging cable length (while the payload
mass remains constant), the dynamics approach those of a
single-pendulum system. The two-mode SI shaper was able
to reduce the residual vibration amplitude by an average of
97% over the range of payload masses and suspension cable
lengths analyzed.

The simulations presented above did not utilize level
luffing during the motions. Additional simulations used level
luffing to keep the payload directly above the ground. Ground
is represented by the location of the tip of the boom when the
luffing angle is 0◦. The initial luffing angle and the luffing
distance were held constant at 35◦ and 45◦, respectively. The
rigging cable length was varied from 0 m to 1 m and the
payload mass was varied in the same manner as before. The
suspension cable length varied automatically as the rigging
cable length was varied in order to keep the payload at the
same vertical height. Figure 11 shows the maximum residual
vibration amplitude for these simulations. Small payload
masses and similar rigging and suspension cable lengths
result in large residual vibration. The two-mode SI shaper

TABLE I. Payload and Rigging Cable Parameters

Payload Mass (g) Rigging Cable Length (cm)
A 200 30
B 320 15
C 870 various
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Figure 12. Experimental Residual Payload
Displacement for 40◦ Luff

was able to reduce the residual amplitude by 94% over the
range of parameters analyzed.

The results displayed in Figures 9-11 clearly demonstrate
that the two-mode SI shaper in (3) significantly reduces
the residual payload oscillation for a large range of double-
pendulum payload dynamics and suspension cable lengths.

B. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The small-scale boom crane shown in Figure 1 was used
for experimental verification of the luffing dynamics and con-
trol. Three different double-pendulum payloads were used
in the experiments. Table I shows the parameters of these
payloads and their rigging cables. The baseline reference
commands used to drive the boom crane were bang-coast-
bang (trapezoidal velocity) commands. The shaped com-
mands were obtained by convolving the reference commands
with the two-mode SI shaper in (3).

The first set of experiments analyzed the effectiveness
of the input shaper for varying luffing distances. Luffing is
a rotational motion; therefore, longer luffing distances will
induce more nonlinear effects. The suspension cable length
was held constant at 80 cm and payload A was used. The
initial luff angle was set to 35◦ and the boom was luffed
upward in increments of 5◦ until a final luffing angle of
75◦. Figure 12 shows the payload displacement (with respect
to the overhead suspension point) during the residual stage
for a 40◦ luff. The unshaped response is shown by the
dashed line and the shaped data is shown as a solid line.
The double-pendulum dynamics are clearly visible in the
unshaped response. The two-mode SI shaper dramatically
decreased the residual vibration amplitude.

Figure 13 shows the experimental and simulated residual
vibration amplitudes for various luffing distances. The un-
shaped residual amplitude varies with the luffing distance.
On the other hand, the shaped results are independent of the
luffing distance because they are near zero for all cases. The
two-mode SI shaper reduced the residual vibration amplitude
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by an average of 98%.
The second set of experiments tested varying suspension

cable lengths. Payload B was used and the initial luff angle
and luffing distance were held constant at 50◦ and 20◦,
respectively. The suspension cable length was varied from 20
cm to 140 cm. Figure 14 shows the resulting experimental
and simulated residual vibration amplitudes. There is a local
minimum in the unshaped data for a suspension cable length
of 40 cm. This local minimum occurs because the starting
and stopping oscillations caused by the acceleration and
deceleration of the unshaped command were out of phase
and partially cancelled. The SI shaper was able to reduce
the residual vibration amplitude by an average of 96% over
the range of suspension cable lengths tested.

The final set of experiments utilized the level-luffing

 

Figure 16. Graphical User Interface for Small-Scale
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Figure 17. Structure of Step Mode

capabilities of the boom crane. The crane was setup to keep
payload C directly above the ground. The rigging cable
length was varied between 15 cm and 130 cm. The initial
suspension cable length was adjusted according to the rigging
cable length to place the payload directly above the ground.
A luffing motion of 50◦ to 70◦ was performed in all the tests.
Figure 15 shows the experimental and simulated residual
vibration amplitudes. The input shaper reduced the residual
amplitude by an average of 93% over the range of suspension
cable lengths and rigging cable lengths tested.

IV. STEP MODE

The boom crane is manually controlled via directional
buttons on the right side of the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) shown in Figure 16. For long moves, pushing the
buttons is easy and effective. However, when the payload is
close to its final position, “tapping” the buttons to move the
payload accurately into place can prove quite challenging.
The operator has to press the buttons for a precise, short
period of time to create a desired small motion. To alleviate
the need for this precise timing by the operator, a step mode
was developed for the luffing motion of the boom crane [9].
Once the step mode is turned on, both short and long button
pushes are converted to a pre-designated pulse duration. This
command conversion process is demonstrated in Figure 17
for a step-mode pulse of 200 ms.

This step mode was programmed in the programmable
logic controller (PLC) of the small-scale boom crane using
a timer function. The start signal of the timer was set to the
luff up or luff down buttons and the duration of the timer
was set to 200 ms. Because the timer duration is very short,
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tapping the directional buttons at a relatively quick rate will
result in continuous motion.

There are two main advantages to such a step mode: i)
the operator does not have to accurately “tap” the buttons to
induce a short motion and ii) the shaper designed for the step
mode can have a shorter duration. Because the step mode is
designed for short motions, using a long shaper is inefficient
and bothersome for the operator. Therefore, a one-mode SI
shaper was designed to suppress the residual vibration in
the frequency range of between 0.4 Hz and 1 Hz. The short
bursts of motion that occur in step mode induce more of a
first-mode response and hence, the contribution of the second
mode can be neglected. The impulse amplitudes and times
of the step-mode shaper are:»

Ai

ti

–
=

»
0.1127 0.2375 0.2996 0.2375 0.1127

0 0.6478 1.2942 1.9407 2.5885

–
(4)

The one-mode SI shaper in (4) is more than a second faster
than the two-mode SI shaper in (3).

To test the effectiveness of the step mode, the payload
manipulation task illustrated in Figure 18 was completed
by an operator. The operator lowered the double-pendulum
payload from its start position until the payload was as close
to the target as possible without colliding with it. The move
was a horizontal displacement of approximately 60 cm. The
operator repeated the task with and without input shaping
and with step mode. Figure 19 shows the payload position
during the tests. The downward drift of the payload occurs
because the level luffing of the boom crane does not keep
the payload perfectly level over the entire usable range of
luffing angles. This vertical drift of approximately 6 cm in
Figure 19 has been elongated to better present the horizontal

oscillation of the payload.
Without input shaping, the payload collides with the target

before the hook is close enough to utilize the step mode. With
shaping; however, the payload was moved the majority of the
distance using the two-mode SI shaper. Then, the payload
was moved into its final position using the step mode with the
one-mode SI shaper. The payload reaches the target without
collisions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the oscillatory dynamics of the luffing
motion on a boom crane with double-pendulum payloads.
Based on simulations, a possible range of frequencies for the
first and second oscillation modes was determined. A two-
mode Specified Insensitivity input shaper was designed to
suppress vibration over these two ranges. The effectiveness
of the shaper was demonstrated in simulation and experi-
ment. In addition, a step mode was implemented to allow
the user to quickly and easily position the payload into its
final position. Experiments with an operator demonstrated
that the combination of the two-mode Specified Insensitivity
shaper and the step mode allow quick and precise positioning
of the payload.
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